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BILLESDON BAPTIST CHAPEL 
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Churchwardens: Richard Windle             (0116) 259 5281    

Hugh Henderson          (0116) 259 5214 
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Ramblings 

Reflecting on happy greeting 

from our postman, as he deliv-

ers yet another heavy package 

to our door, walking along a 

local lane in weak winter sun, stepping out of 

my front door to exchanging pleasantries 

with a neighbour or opening my post, to find 

an a donation to the magazine. These 

events  serve to remind me of how fortunate 

I am to live in this parish.  

I realise our community are nearly all good 

folk and make my home a better place to live 

in and for that I am grateful. It might serve us 

all, to be more aware of the good we collec-

tively create rather than be dragged down by 

“Negative waves”* of the few and a few 

thoughtless actions like littering, dog fouling 

and thoughtless parking. 

Not, do I suggest we ignore the issues but I 

don’t believe its worth alienating our fellow 

parishioners for a harsh word either given or 

chosen in a heated moment. 

 At the risk of generating mirth by my quot-

ing the Bible.. Proverbs 15.1 “A soft answer 

turns away wrath but grievous words stir up 

anger” Likewise Brigham Young said “He 

who takes offense when no offense is in-

tended is a fool, and he who takes offense 

when offense is intended is a greater fool.” 

We are all capable of being offended particu-

larly on receiving criticism of our actions but I 

suggest we count to ten and react appropri-

ately. 

I too, find it inconceivable that someone 

can take their dog for a walk and either ig-

nore their dogs messing  or almost worse, 

collect their mess and then leave the bag for 

someone else to pick up.  

If I was  out walking and witnessed dog 

fouling, I hope, I would go out of my way to 

explain how I feel about the persons actions 

and I commend those who do but I hope in 

future I we can do it with care.  

In the same vein, littering and obstructing 

pavements with cars. If the perpetrators of 

littering were made aware that their non-

degradable plastic wrapper may easily be 

blown in the wind to a gutter, floated down a 

river and end up on a beach or in some ma-

rine animals gut, perhaps they might take a 

different view to that one careless action. 

Perhaps a respectful, friendly but clear ex-

pression of ones feelings done in a way that 

allows the offender to understand the impact 

of their actions without loosing face must be 

a better way to address the issue, possibly 

change a mindset and avoid damaging our 

community goodwill. 

And what of Community goodwill? Argua-

bly, the Covid crisis has brought out the best 

in us, young and old. People have gone out 

of their way to make our community a better 

and more caring place. Internet groups, or-

ganisations and the community at large have 

demonstrated their desire to help those 

around them.  

Consequently I believe we have a better 

community to live in and an idea to all nur-

ture goodwill within our area by taking the 

trouble to be kind when the opportunity aris-

es and temper our frustration with our fellow 

parishioners by communicating you feelings 

rather than your judgement. 

Feb 2021 Vol 33, Issue 2 
Editor: Richard Walkden, Billesdon259 6505                 e-mail: zineditor1@gmail.com 
Advertising: Charles Stewart, Goadby 259 8310  e-mail: charles@familystewart.org.uk
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The Churches of 
Billesdon cum Goadby 
and Rolleston; 
Skeffington; Hungarton 
and Keyham  

If I can’t see you…  Anyone 
who has ever had anything to do with small 
children will remember a time when they 
were utterly convinced that if they can’t see 
you then you can’t see them! So… just clos-
ing your eyes, hiding under the duvet or the 
table cloth would make everything go away!! 

Oh to be three again. Sometimes as an adult 
I wish that there was a way to just make 
things disappear, if I can’t see it then it doesn’t 
exist – so tempting. Yet I have discovered in 
the years since my own children’s toddler 
moments (let alone my own) that life doesn’t 
really work that way. 

Unseen things can be very real. Covid-19 
has taught us that really clearly, we can see 
the damage it does but we can’t see the virus 
itself, we don’t see it being transmitted, we 
just know when it has been (mostly). 

As I write this it is still January, we have taken 
the decision to stop services, the Govern-
ment requirement that those attending do not 
‘mingle’ with anyone else, no stopping to talk, 
to check how you are, no asking after loved 
ones, no caring for one another… that is not 
the church family  

I know so under those restrictions we can’t 
meet in person. Of course we can do all of 
that on Zoom – as well as sing – and we will 
continue to do so, but gathering together is 
about so much more than being in the build-
ing. 

Christmas was quieter in church, I missed all 
those regular Christmas attenders who 
couldn’t be there, I missed all those who 
needed to stay at home and stay safe. A year 
with no Easter services, small and simple 
Christmas services and still I am not yet cer-
tain about Easter 2021…. hopeful but not 

certain by any means. 

Faith of course is dependent on our under-
standing of the unseen, God cannot be seen 
and touched, yet the presence of God can be 
felt and the actions of God seen in those who 
belong to the family of God. This is what 
gives me hope. 

What is yet to come? I don’t know, God only 
knows, but I’m trusting that God who knows 
is God who loves and cares for us. I pray that 
in the unknown we will be able to find peace 
and to know we are loved with those closest 
to us. 

Until further notice there will be a 10.00am 
ZOOM service for all the churches with no in 
person services. 

Revd Alison 

Billesdon Chapel 

Comedy Connections 
February is a month that 
has featured heavily in 
my diary recently (not 
just because it is my 
birthday month!) – it is Leicester Comedy 
Festival month!  

I’ve been busy with my comedy partner Mi-
chael putting on wigs, frock coats and 
breeches and entertaining people with some 
Georgian humour as Lords Rodney and 
Russell.  But this year we are not doing this, 
there is a festival but we are not part of it.  

Why? (I hear you cry!) - comedy needs con-
nection, and connection is not possible under 
the current restrictions. Our comedy only 
works when there is an audience who react 
(sometimes heckle) and bring all our laughter 
together.   

WhatsApp, facetime.  You could even join us 
on Zoom where we connect every week – to 
sharpen each other up and encourage one 
another. Comedy is just like this, it gets 
sharper the more that people connect and 
join together. 





Projectors and Screens in both Lounge and Main Hall
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  I would also say 
that we need one 
another to stay 
sharp and effec-
tive in all aspects 
of life, not just 
comedy, certainly I 
do.  So, how do 
we do this under current rules?  Keep 
in contact with people, walk and talk, 
phone, text,  

Brian Boley 

Keeping in 
Touch 

We are keeping 
in contact 
by Whats-
App, Facebook, 
phone, email, 
text, post or any other way.  We want 
to ensure that everyone is cared for 
and encouraged through these continu-
ing difficult times. 

Sunday Worship 

We are meeting online on Sunday 
mornings 10.30am for Sunday Worship 

Sunny Days 

Whilst our group for pre-schoolers and 
their parents/carers is unable to meet 
please note there is a dedicated Face-
book page and email address: Sunny 
Days-Home 
www.billesdonsunnydays@gmail.com . 

Home Group 

On Wednesday evenings at 7.30 p.m. 
is our online Home Group. This is an 
opportunity to encourage one another 
and pray. You can join these meetings 
by phone or on the internet – please let 
us know if you want the details of how 
to join us.  

Coronavirus and our Church 

Few people can be unaware of the ef-
fect the coronavirus has had on church 
services and the clergy. We have not-
ed within the Vicar’s letter in the maga-
zine, how much the work of Rev Alison 
Booker has been affected. Regulations 
affecting the provision of services with-
in the Church of England are, in normal 
times, made by The Synod of the 
Church of England.  

In turn these regulations are approved 
by Parliament (then given Royal As-
sent). In March 2020 all this changed 
when Government decreed that all 
places of worship would close until 
further notice. Since then guidance 
has been issued by Parliament, week-
ly and sometimes on a daily basis, 
modifying and changing the regula-
tions. 

Meanwhile the clergy have been ex-
pected to adjust their practice to pro-
tect parishioners and to interpret the 
regulations. Following the first lock-
down, and when places of worship 
were allowed to reopen, there was an 
immediate expectation of some form of 
normality.  

However this was not permitted due to 
the imposition of social distancing and 
absence of singing; an integral part of 
communal worship. The current regula-
tions have had the greatest impact on 
Funerals and Weddings. The strict con-
trol of numbers attending any funeral, 
30 including clergy, and 15 at wed-
dings, is the opposite of the normal. In 
either event the natural human re-
sponse of personal contact is prohibit-
ed, leading to a loss of purpose.  

Funerals in particular suffer from the 
loss of support to the bereaved adding 
to their difficulties.  
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 At the start of the pandemic, it was 
common the read in the Notice of 
Death that “A memorial Service will be 
held at a later date”. When such notic-
es were placed no one anticipated the 
duration of the “later date”.  

Whether these delayed celebrations of 
the deceased take place is unclear. 
The implications for the bereaved fami-
lies is profound. Weddings, on the oth-
er hand, have the advantage of being 
postponed but even postponement has 
its own problems as some weddings 
may be delayed two, three or even 
more times.  

Coplow Benefice know of four wed-
dings suffering from delay. The most 
significant effect the regulations have 
had on the Rev Alison’s work, has 
been the lack of contact with the resi-
dents of the parish. The benefice has 
embraced developments in Information 
Technology, which had never previous-
ly been employed, but these do not 
replace the daily person to person con-
tact that many expect of their vicar.  

Web sites, such as “A Church near 
You”, email Parish News Letters, 
YouTube recordings of shortened ser-
vices for schools and live streaming of 
local and national services are no com-
pensation. Live streaming of services 
has allowed congregations to partici-
pate in the singing within their own 
homes.  

The service of 9 lessons and Carols 
was particularly successful as is the 
weekly service with the Choir of St 
Martins in the Field, London. 

A more serious impact of the absence 
of regular church gatherings has been 
the financial impact. Large churches, 
who have established regular pro-
grammes of donation, have been able 
to maintain some income. However, 

smaller churches, previously depend-
ant on service collections, are vulnera-
ble to a marked reduction in income. 

Overall the experience Rev Alison has 
had with the coronavirus pandemic has 
been profound. Innovative IT process-
es cannot compensate for the loss of 
personal contact with parishioners. So-
cial media developments such as 
Zoom have allowed remote contact to 
be maintained. Some will be continued 
allowing administrative 
meetings to take place 
saving time and travel 
but it is vital that church-
es be reopened fully and 
normal services resume. 

Charles Stewart 

Billesdon Library 

It has been wonderful to see how well 
used and appreciated the library has 
been, especially in the months of lock-
down due to the Covid pandemic.   
It has also been good to see new 
books donated on a regular basis but 
this is now causing a problem as, when 
the shelves are full, books are be-
ing  left on the floor where they get 
damp and consequently have to be 
thrown away.   
We do  store excess books so that we 
can replace old or damaged ones on a 
regular basis and some books that 
have been around for a long time have 
also been given to  charity bookshops 
in the past but we have now run out of 
storage space and obviously the 
bookshops are closed.   
Can we, therefore, please ask that, for 
the time being you only leave new 
books in the library if room on the 
shelves, or if you make space by taking 
some away to store or dispose of. 

Many thanks 
BGNS & Village Librarian 
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Goadby Gleanings 

How are you? How do you do? 
These are greetings by which we of-
ten introduce conversation with 
friends and acquaintances. These 
welcoming words, mostly had little 
relevance as the participants were 
usually in rude health!  

Over the past year, however, enquir-
ing of the good health of friends and 
neighbours has never had greater 
relevance. We are fortunate in having 
great community spirit with neigh-
bours and friends keeping in touch 
and offering assistance where need-
ed.  

The first lockdown was a novelty and 
accompanied by glorious weather. 
The confinement at home led to a 
flourish of activities within the home, 
clearing out clutter, decorating and 
productive gardening. New pathways 
within the countryside were explored 
while we all anticipated the inconven-
iences of the lockdown would soon 
lead to defeat of the virus and all 
would be well! 

As we enter the second month of the 
third lockdown; how wrong! There is 
a limit to how much superfluous be-
longings one can dispose of. It is only 
sensible to redecorate every few 
years, not twice within one year! 
Even country walking is losing its ap-
peal. Our paths  are waterlogged, 
muddy and very slippery. One is re-
luctant to go too far from home for 
daily exercise for fear of exceeding 
the regulations. 

Thank goodness for the family pets 
who do not experience the boredom 
of returning to the same walk too of-

ten; at least the family dog ensures 
that we do make the effort to exer-
cise ourselves despite the re-
strictions.  

One obvious difference noted when 
out walking this time from last April 
and May is the traffic. Walking on our 
quiet country lanes was a joy. This 
time there seems little reduction in 
traffic and, attempts to avoid the mud 
is not so easy, as the roads are not a 
suitable alternative. However, as 
Wainwright says, there is no such 
thing as bad weather it is just the 
wrong clothes (or wrong footwear)! 

The weather over the past few 
months has been awful! Last Febru-
ary we remarked upon the prolonged 
rain and the implications for the farm-
ers. Drilling of winter crops failed. 
This year has been no better even 
though we had good spells during 
last summer. September was bad 
and since then the rainfall has not let-
up.  

Farmers cannot get on the land but 
there are individuals who try to buck 
the trend. There is a 4x4 vehicle that 
probably belonged to someone in-
volved in illegal activities bogged 
down in the mud on one of the 
Rolleston Estate fields. It has been 
left in order that those responsible 
might be caught. However it is obvi-
ous that the value of the vehicle is 
less than their freedom and so it re-
mains after six weeks! 

I hope you stay well; how do you do! 

Charles Stewart 

Please sponsor this page! 
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Woodland Pool 

Regular visitors to the 
woodland pool will 
probably have noticed 
the Robin that is wait-
ing to greet them. Be-
ing fiercely territorial 
it’s probably the same Robin each 
time, and when two Robins are seen 
together it’s likely to be a pair. Their 

breeding season normally begins 
around March and they only pair for the 
duration of the mating season. Plum-
age in both sexes is the same and the 
sole purpose of the red breast is to de-
fend territory.  

The nest is built solely by the female 
with the male bringing her food as part 
of their courtship routine. Normal clutch 
size is between 4-6, incubation of the 
eggs is solely by the female and there 
can be 2-4 broods a year depending on 
the weather.  

Localised names for the Robin vary 
from Bob in Nottinghamshire, Bob Rob-
in in Shropshire, Bobby in Suffolk and 
The Ploughman’s Bird in Yorkshire. 
The latter probably arises from the 
Robin putting in an appearance, to look 
for worms, whenever ground is dug 
over, be it garden or field.  

I enjoyed the spell of cold weather at 
the end of December,  

both for the fact it felt like a ‘proper’ 
winter, as well as for the photographic 
opportunities it created as the pool 
froze over. There have also been a few 
spectacular sunsets, some of which 
were caught on camera, and not just 
mine!  

I’ve been paying special attention to 
the woodland bird life recently so was 
thrilled to watch, as well as listen to, a 
Great Spotted Woodpecker drumming 
plus a Nuthatch which made its way up 
and down the trunk and branches of 
one of the mature trees looking for in-
sects.  

Reported sightings included a single 
Redwing and a Buzzard in addition to 
my usual collection of Blue, Great, 
Coal and Long Tailed tits  

Billesdon Wildflower Areas. 

Following an increase in the level of 
interest Leicestershire County Council 
have teamed up with many Parish 
Councils in the county to develop an 
Urban Wildflower Verge project.  

This is a project to further develop ur-
ban roadside and turn them into dedi-
cated wildflower areas which would 
enable the existing flora and fauna to 
flourish and with an increase in the 
planting of bulbs and seeds to assist 
biodiversity.  

This scheme would encourage villages 
to develop their very own wildflower 
areas. Billesdon, like many villages, 
has many areas that could potentially 
be suitable for this purpose. To qualify 
the verges need to be situated within 
the 30-40MPH zone, requiring a com-
mitted volunteer group to carry out any 
maintenance work.  
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This should only be very light general 

gardening work based on a couple of 

occasions per year. Also an agreement 

would be required with any local resi-

dents that would be affected. Should 

anyone wish to form a volunteer group 

to take this forward we would be happy 

to assist.  Contact any member of the 

Parish Council and should you require 

further information LCC have a dedicat-

ed page on their website at:       

resources.leicestershire.gov.uk    

giving full de-

tails. 

John Williams 

Parish Council 

We seem to all suffer from a poor 

broadband service in our parish and 

particularly Billesdon although I imagine 

our hamlets are no better. It seems we 

are eligible for the Superfast Broadband 

voucher scheme (https://

www.openreach.com/connect-my-

community). It needs a small group to 

try and push it through?  

ROAD REPAIRS 

Recent extensive patching work to the 

road surfaces through the centre of 

Billesdon must be cause for amuse-

ment. No surprise. A 

recently reported sunk-

en BT grating in the 

village promptly had 

the Open Reach work-

men on site but they 

left the repair barricad-

ed because ‘it wasn’t 

their job to repair the surrounding foot-

path.’ 

That compartmentalised approach is 

presumably the explanation for what 

could be called the White (lines) Ele-

phant. Here’s how the job allocation 

might go….. 

“Tom, you dig out the areas marked for 

patching, Dick - you fill in the patches. 

Harry - you roll it flat. Now Horatio. 

You’re the artist. I want you to carefully 

reinstall the white lines, not only down 

the centre - that’s the easy bit! I want 

you to pay particular attention to the 

parking bays. BUT - remember you can 

only apply paint to the areas that we’ve 

patched. Don’t whatever you do paint 

any of the existing surface. Our respon-

sibility for reinstatement ends at the 

boundary of the patches. The risk as-

sessment won’t allow us to step beyond 

them, and our paint allocation is careful-

ly calibrated to cover only the patched 

areas. You’ll run out if you stray beyond 

them”.       

Horatio: ‘But won’t that look a bit odd 

boss?’     

……...See what you think!  

 Continued….Pg 17, 
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Seriously though, the County Council is 
operating on a shoestring budget these 
days, so maybe we should just be 
grateful for the work done. That BT 
hole is now grate-full (sorry!)  

Peter Francis 

Village People No 125 

Charlotte Watson 

When Charlotte men-
tioned to me that she and 
her husband had recently 
re-homed a charger I 
thought for a moment we 
were talking mobile 
phones, but she was talk-
ing horses. One in particular, an im-
pressive specimen who previously was 
to be seen taking part in Trooping the 
Colour and other ceremonial events.  

She was eventually retired from her 
duties with Charlotte’s husband’s 
King’s Troop Royal Horse Artillery be-
cause of a tendency to be spooked on 
duty. By cannon fire? No. The close 
proximity of red London buses? No, but 
we’re getting warm-
er. It was bus stops 
with digital rolling 
messages that she 
couldn’t cope with. Is 
that a bit like my dog 
hating the rear 
screen wiper in the 
car? 

But back to Charlotte, the third of our 
Billesdon Facebook trio. She was born 
in Newmarket. After Oakham School 
she went on to Hartpury to take a de-
gree in Equine Science, and then to 
Loughborough University to gain an 
MSc in Education and a PGCE.  

After nine years at Brooksby Melton 
lecturing  in Equine Science, up to the 
full BSc degree, she decided to change 
career, coinciding with maternity leave, 

and is now a trainee financial advisor. 

She was apologetic about being seen 
to be advertising her wares here, but 
I’m not. She’s going to become a LO-
CAL FINANCIAL ADVISOR! There, I’ve 
said it.  

Having lived in the parish for 25 years, 
she may be someone you’ve spotted 
riding around the village on her other 
horse, a grey called Marilyn Monroe, 
which she has owned now for more 
than half her own lifetime. Or maybe 
you’ve seen her recently pushing a 
pram, accompanied by a little blue col-
lie puppy (and their son Harry of 
course: the puppy has to walk).  

Many will know her father Andrew 
Farmer, as he’s decorated a lot of the 
houses in Billesdon. Her grandparents 
live on Brook Lane, her parents are in 
Tilton and one of her sisters lives at the 
Coplow, so there are a few of them 
around. 

Charlotte offered to join the Facebook 
team after successfully running social 
media accounts in her previous career, 
so she knew a little bit about the admin 
side of things. She strongly believes 
that the group has worked really well 
as a way of communicating, particularly 
at the beginning of lockdown when the 
team at Don’s Shop was such a vital 
life line to the village.  

She recounted some interesting recent 
data: the Facebook group has 731 
members, with 2,900 posts and reac-
tions during a 28 day period. That is 
clearly meeting a local need. I ob-
served that a majority of the members 
seem to be female, a phe-
nomenon for later explora-
tion maybe!  

Peter Francis 
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Billesdon C of E Primary School – 

Christmas sorted! 

December brought many challenges– over 

and above the pandemic situation.  The au-

tumn term has been stable for the school 

once the new Covid-secure arrangements 

was established, thanks to the support and 

hard work of the staff, parents and children 

together. 

Early in De-

cember, the 

school expe-

rienced a 

disaster in 

the shape of 

a flood 

caused by a blocked drain.  This meant the 

closure of school and an immediate switch to 

online learning.   

We prepared for a switch to online learning 

in the eventuality of a positive case of Covid-

19 but the procedures that had been estab-

lished 

proved ex-

cellent in 

supporting 

our crisis, 

enabling 

teaching and 

learning to 

go on as timetabled.  

The staff showed professionalism and 

adaptability during this time, providing learn-

ing opportunities to engage the children who 

wasted no time in showing their families their 

excellent Computing skills!  The flood need-

ed the support of the County Council to solve 

and we even managed to have workmen on 

site to work on Saturdays to allow us to re-

turn to normal service as soon as possible.   

The issue has been resolved and the inter-

nal area most affected has been re-carpeted 

and professionally cleaned in readiness for 

the new term. 

Due to the period we are in, many schools 

were finding  challenge in celebrating Christ-

mas normally.  Not us!! With the support of 

Reverend Alison, we managed to ensure the 

Posada made its special journey through the 

school community to Covid-secure guide-

lines, a Christingle service was shared to 

encourage the making of Christingles at 

home – with interesting suggestions of alter-

native items to use in its construction!   

Many 

schools 

have had 

to cancel 

their Na-

tivity and 

Christmas 

perfor-

mances 

due to 

working within bubble groups.  Thanks to the 

very generous offer of time, expertise and 

equipment through one of our parents, the 

Church was transformed into a recording 

studio.   

We live-streamed our Nativity performed by 

Year 1 and Year 2, record our KS2 perfor-

mance of “Living on a Christmas Pray-

er” (complete with inflatable guitars) and our 

EYFS bubble singing Away in a Manger.  All 

performances were enjoyed immensely by 

the children and staff, provided much-

needed laughter and Christmas cheer, with 

the odd watery eye as a result.  I know our 

school community really appreciated this 

climax to what has been a very long term – it 

really sent us off into Christmas in style! 
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From the Nurseries 

At the time of writ-
ing this it’s -4 but 
hopefully it’s 
warmed up a bit by now and there 
should be signs of life waking up in 
the garden. The daffodils will be 
making good growth and the snow-
drops giving a welcome carpet of 
colour.  

We are trying to address the problem 
of single use plastic at the Nursery. 
We have moved as much of our pro-
duction as we can onto recyclable 
pots, packs and marketing trays. We 
are also running some trials on peat 
free compost one derived from wool 
and bracken and another from wood 
fibres. 

Out in the garden if the weather per-
mits it’s a good time to lift and divide 
established herbaceous plants. This 
not only gives you more plants but 
reinvigorates them to give you a bet-
ter show.  

You can start seeds off now in a 
heated greenhouse or sunny win-
dowsill. Sweet peas, pelargoniums, 
antirrhinums and broad beans all 
benefit from early sowings.  

We are officially closed 
until the end of the 
month but if you need 
a few bits, and the 
gates are open we’re 
happy to serve you! 

John 

Letters to the Editor 

Editor, ref: the parking on pave-
ments.  Pavements for pedestrians 
and wheelchairs,  roads for vehi-
cles.  H/C rules 243/244. One good 
reason for vehicles parking on the 
road is that it makes free traffic calm-
ing functions, maybe even reducing 
the Billesdon Grand Prix twice a 
day?? 

  As an aside, i wonder if the latest 
revelations on Facebook are in fact 
caused   by the careless/dangerous 
parking around the school and en-
trance to Vicarage   Close, not only 
within 10 metres of a junction, but all 
the way round it and across the 
dropped kerb to boot !! 

“Ho-Hum Have Fun” 

 Lord  Elpuss 
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 Billesdon Cricket 
Club 

The pandemic has 
put our pre-season 
plans on hold, but 
we’re hoping there’ll 
be plenty of cricket being played at 
Coplow Lane by the time summer 
comes around. 

If you are interested in joining please 
give us a call or drop us a message or 
email. 

In Education 

To use the stalest of clichés: what a 
year it has been. And now a strange 
déjà vu has descended, although this 
time round I feel much more confident 
in my role as a teacher, teaching re-
motely. There are pros and cons: good 
technology means I can switch be-
tween applications and lessons, target 
feedback and easily share resources; 
it’s all electronic, little is now on paper 
and my journey to work now takes 10 
seconds, not 15 minutes. The lunch 

queue is similarly quick to negotiate! 
The big downside is that our church life 
has fallen off a cliff in a physical sense. 
On many Sundays before the pandem-
ic struck, I have felt privileged to be 
able to be at our services... thankful for 
the opportunity, and the lovely music 
we have made together. Now this is 
currently not possible, I feel a great 
sadness but an increasing hope that by 
the autumn we shall be well on the way 
to a healthier environment. My plan is 
to begin rehearsing for Christmas in 
August! Anyone is welcome to join us 
for Friday choir practice in the autumn, 
situation-permitting! 

Simon Ainge 
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Tribute to Anne Day 

It was with very great sadness that we 
heard of the passing of Anne Day. 

Anne was a stalwart member of 
Billesdon Drama Society for many, 
many years and was a most competent 
actress. She could turn her hand to 
both dramatic and comedic roles, 
which is a rare attribute. Anne brought 
her professionalism to whatever role 
she was playing, both on stage and 
behind the scenes. One of her most 
memorable roles was that of Madam 
Arcati in our production of Blithe Spirit 
where her comic timing was impecca-
ble, challenging those of Margaret 
Rutherford in the film of the same.  

Both she and her husband Alan, were 
both extremely strong supporters of the 
Society and even after Anne decided 
that she could no longer be an active 
member, they continued to bring a 
large group of friends to see both 
shows every season without fail. 

Anne was a lovely lady, her perfor-
mances made me laugh and cry and 
Billesdon Drama Society will miss her 
amazing personality which was part of 
us for such a long time. 

We send our heartfelt commiserations 
to all her family at this sad time. 

Jo Brown 

The Advent window 

This was Christine Taylor's inspiration - 
was a great success and just what was 
needed in the current climate as it real-
ly brought our village community to-
gether. It was great that we could form 
a team so quickly and that we worked 
so well together.  

The level of effort put in by participants 
was beyond expectations - and even 
those not doing a window made a big 

effort with lights and house decora-
tions. Sarah at the shop did a fine job 
keeping the leaflets available, and pro-
moting us. The Christmas Train set up 
on Church Street was an added bonus 
and great that they sacrificed a fair bit 
of their furniture in that room to set it all 
up. We would also like to mention Guy 
at the Greyhound - amazing Lords A 
Leaping display!!I  - and Mark at 
The  Queen's with the humorous one !. 
You both made a great effort at a time 
when you had few customers. Great 
community spirit and we were very 
grateful. 

We felt especially heartened to hear of  
an elderly neighbour who never nor-
mally goes out at night, but made the 
effort and brought her friend around the 
village to look at the lights just before 
dark - she admitted that she did not get 
the full effect, but it had been a reason 
for getting out of the house, and bring-
ing her friend over to walk along with 
her and enjoying the village How lovely 
was that?  Just seeing the amount of 
people making the effort to come out 
(in the rain!) to see all the displays 
made it all worthwhile. Thank you eve-
ryone for making such efforts to make 
such wonderful displays. 

We would love to return  this year - 
watch out for details towards the end of 
the summer. We will have the luxury of 
more preparation time this year and 
pandemics permitting could perhaps 
incorporate carols on the green with 
mulled wine and hot chocolate.  

it is just left to wish you all a very Hap-
py New Year from the three of us. We 
could not have dreamt of the response 
and look forward to next time! 

Christine, Jo and Jane 
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Bike

Security 

At the time of writing this (with the New 
Year behind us and the new Lockdown 
in full flow), this article finds me reflect-
ing on the crazy past twelve months. 
With the Coronavirus dictating much of 
our actions since the beginning of 
March, it’s safe to say that this year has 
been unprecedented.  

As such, it is important that you look 
after yourselves, your loved ones and 
your community, more so now than ever 
before. Additionally, ensure you do 
things which make you happy! Whether 
that be binge watching a new TV series, 
having online video calls with friends 
and family, or exercising. 

Exercise has been a huge help for 
many throughout this pandemic and I 
have noticed that there has been a 
large uptake in cycling as a hobby. As 
such, for any cycling fans out there, this 
article goes out to you, as a brief piece 
of bicycle security. 

Bicycle theft happens a lot more than 
one might think, so it is imperative that 
bicycles are stowed away in a secure 
area of your home. In this area, there 
should be a sturdy point which the bike 
can be attached to, with a secure lock-
ing system. Now, this may sound 
common sense, but many bike locks can 
look sturdy, but can actually be broken 
using an item such as a screwdriver, or 
other tool, as well as a brick, if any of 
those happen to be laying around. The 
majority of bike locks are rated inde-

pendently on the ‘Sold Secure’ scale, 
with the different colours (bronze, silver 
and gold) which signifies how long it 
would take the lock to prevent a thief 
from gaining access.  We often 
recommend a good quality D-Lock, as 
these are more difficult to try and break, 
or snip with bolt cutters.

 Another beneficial action is the register 
your bike with www.bikeregister.com 
which is a Police- approved international 
bicycle database that aims to protect 
your bike from theft and also reunites 
owners with their previously stolen bikes. 

You can register your bike on here for 
free by signing up, then you can get 
access to purchase a variety of marking 
kits, including a permanent frame mark-
ing kit, or a specialised covert UV option 
instead.  As a cheaper alter- native, if 
you can get a hand on a UV pen, this 
also works in a similar sort of way.  
We have a few of these UV pens avail-
able from us, so if you would like one, 
please get in touch! Additionally, if any-
one would like any more advice in re-
gards to bike security, please let us 
know and we’ll more than happily pro-
vide as much information as possible! 
Wishing you all a happy and healthy 
2021! Crime Reduction Officers, 
Leicestershire Police 

Al Cook and Georgie Greensmith Crime 
Reduction Officers, 

Leicestershire Police 






